AGM TRIPOD
PROFESSIONAL TRIPOD WITH PISTOL GRIP

The AGM Professional Tripod with Pistol Grip offers sturdy, professional
support for your spotter or camera. With a load capacity of 17.6 lbs
and a generous height of 63 inches it features a rubber twist lock on each
leg. The tripod chassis is built of anodized cast aluminum for extreme
outdoor use.
The center column base thread mount comes with an accessory hook for added stability when utilizing an extra weight and
3 position legs angle adjustment locks for low or uneven terrain.

Head Type

Pistol Grip Head

The AGM Professional Tripod also features a built-in bubble level for
precise alignment. The quick-release plate on the head features a
standard 1/4”-20 threaded screw for mounting compatible scopes,
cameras, or other gear.

Base Mount

1/4"-20 & 3/8"-16 Threads

Load Capacity

8 kg (17.6 lbs)

Folded Length

52 cm (20.5 in)

Max. Height

160 cm (63 in)

PISTOL GRIP
Experience a new level of shooting confidence, maneuverability
and steady viewing. The pistol grip can take the ease of spotting or
photographing on a tripod to a new level. The key is the trigger handle.
It has an oversized trigger release that you squeeze to release and freely
move the head when you move your scope or camera to the desired
position. Just release the trigger and the ball head locks firmly into place
at any angle. This smooth and natural movement makes the ball head
feels more like an extension of your hand. A convenient switch on the
body locks and unlocks the quick release shoe which means that the
quick release plate can rotate 360° and be locked at any point.

Min Height

16 cm (6.3 in)

Weight

1.2 kg (2.6 lb)

Material

Anodized Aluminum

Leg Section

4

Number of Bubble Levels

1

Friction Control

Yes

Independent Pan Lock

Yes

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
Images are for illustration purposes only.

■■ For easy spotting or photography with your spotting scope
or camera mounted on a tripod
■■ Easy-to-operate pistol grip handle with oversized trigger
■■ Features a switch for quick 360° rotation of quick-release
plate Securely locks into position with the release of the
trigger
■■ With a tilt range of +/- 90° tilt for positioning a camera or
a scope at a desired angle
■■ Built-in bubble level for precise horizontal alignment, you
can quickly position your camera by squeezing the trigger
and lock it in place by releasing the trigger.
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